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Which Global Studies books have you found inspirational? Which texts best 
explained globalization to you? Which books have pushed the limits of thinking on 
the dynamics of globalization? 
  
The GSA is very keen to learn which books our members believe to be the key 
Global Studies texts. To find out we are launching an essay competition. We are 
looking for short accounts (750-1000 words) of books that have been important in 
explaining aspects of globalization to you or challenging your thinking on global 
processes. In short, we want to know what you consider to be the most 
inspirational Global Studies text, and why? 
  
The best essay, assessed by the panel of judges, will receive an Amazon voucher 
to the value of £100. The best entries will also be published on the GSA webpage.  
  
Please send entries to globalinspirationscomp@gmail.com 
 
Closing date: 15th December 2014

Prize competition: ‘Global Inspirations’

Some	  books	  from	  GSA	  Interview	  Series
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GSA Interview with Ian Woodward on Cosmopolitanism: Uses 
of the idea

The GSA was lucky to be able to talk to Associate Professor Ian Woodward about his book (co-authored 
with Zlatko Skrbis) Cosmopolitanism: Uses of the idea (Sage 2013).

“Cosmopolitan forms of belonging – those which as you point out have a 
communitarian basis – must find expression within the hearts, minds and 
practices of individuals. Through exposure and experience, individuals 
might start to feel, think and act in cosmopolitan ways which at their core 
involved the acknowledgement of others. Cosmopolitanism is thus not 
necessarily experienced as an epiphany, though this might be the case with 
certain types associated with mobilities, staged, or ecstatic forms of 
cosmopolitanism. It is best understood as a gradual infiltration of global 
reflexivity in the everyday consciousness of individuals and thus your 
suggestion of multiple identity layerings is an effective way to think about 
such multiple points of belonging.” 

The full interview can be read on the GSA Interview page by clicking here.

The 2015 GSA Annual Conference will be held at Roehampton University, 
2-4 July. We are pleased to announce that we will return to the beautiful 
Roehampton campus in South-West London just two years after our 
previous visit. Roehampton was a popular venue with delegates in 2013 
and the decision to return there was an easy one to make.  !
The theme of the 2015 conference is ‘Living the Global: the cultural 
experience of globalization’ which we hope will generate a good deal of interest. Keynote speakers 
include Ian Woodward (Griffith University, Brisbane). Other names to follow. !
‘Living the global’ aims to explore an under-researched aspect of globalization; how people  
experience it. The human experience of globalization requires closer attention to everyday practices,  
subject-object relationships, and aesthetics (among other things) that can reveal the different ways in 
which people respond to, negotiate, and attempt to harness global processes. Of central  
importance are questions such as: how and where are these different experiences of globalization  
revealed? How are different experiences expressed/represented?  !
We know that global processes do not impact on all people in the same way and can lead to different 
outcomes for different people. In short, the same process can result in different experiences of 
globalization. Bauman talks of ‘Globalization for some, localization for some’, but this formulation risks 
obscuring how this duality works in tandem in all spaces; others talk about ‘glocalization’, the intertwining 
of the global and local, for example, while yet others see globalization as being ‘in here’ as well as just 
‘out there’. The key to understanding all this, it is suggested, is developing a more nuanced perspective 
on the human experience of globalization and how this is manifested in culture, politics, media and 
society. We are interested in finding out how people accommodate themselves to ‘living the global’ but 
also how they may drive it too, under certain conditions. ‘Living the global’ intends to address these 
areas of human creativity in the context of global processes and explore the connections and 
disjunctures between experiences.

GSA 2015 Annual Conference
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Reflections on GSA 2014 ’Cultural Encounters and Global Connectivity’ 

This year’s GSA conference brought together an exciting group of presenters and participants from 
Australia, India, Brunei, Barbados, USA and across Europe. The diversity of participants was matched in 
variety by sub-themes exploring different aspects and approaches to cultural encounter and global 
connectivity.  !
‘Cultural Encounters and Global Connectivity’ was a great success and a very enjoyable experience for 
all those attending. The success of the conference is very much due to the efforts of organizers Sarah 
Lawson-Welsh and Maria Rovisco who did a fantastic job at York St John University.  The keynote 
speakers also helped make it a very special event, so many thanks to Alan Rice, Robert Holton and 
Roland Robertson. The other key contribution to the success of the event was the quality of the papers 
presented. A big ‘thank you’ then to all the delegates who presented papers at the conference and also to 
all those who chaired sessions; you all helped to make the conference a memorable event. I look forward 
to seeing you all at the 2015 annual conference! !
Chris Rumford 
GSA Chair

Delegates	  relax	  to	  enjoy	  the	  conference	  dinner

Sel=ie	  with	  co-‐
organiser	  Sarah	  
Lawson-‐Welsh,	   
Marcia	  Burrowes	  
and	  keynote	  
speaker	  Alan	  Rice

Final	  panel	  with	  
Ajay	  Chaubey,	  
Jenny	  Mak,	  
Mahruba	  
Mowtushi	  and	  
Shawn	  Smallman

We are particularly interested in receiving proposals for papers in the following areas; !
- Representations of glocalization (in film, literature etc.) 
- ‘Bottom up’ accounts of global processes 
- Mapping ‘global journeys’ and the centrality of mobility to the experience of globalization 
- Encounters with ‘global things’, either as commodities or as empowering objects 
- Transnational migration and migrant identities 
- Experiencing hybridity and/or difference 
- Tourism and cultural encounters 
-  Digital diasporas 
- Memorializing cultural encounters: the role of museums and heritage studies 
- The rise of the interplanetary: leaving the global behind? 
- The border as global portal: connectivity and transnationalism 
- ‘Living the global city’: urban encounters 
- Cosmopolitanism as a particular experience of globalization



http://criticalglobalisation.com

The Journal of Critical Globalisation Studies is a fully peer-reviewed, open-
access, academic journal that invites contributors to challenge dominant ideas of globalisation. The journal 
seeks to bring cutting edge theoretical and critical reflection to bear on dominant and/or mainstream debates 
within the study of globalisation. 

Editorial team: Nathan Coombs, Amin Samman, Angus Cameron and Chris Clarke

The JCGS is proud to announce the publication of issue 7, featuring articles and 
review by Pierre Pénet and Grégoire Mallard, Benjamin Braun, Matthew Watson, 
Angus Cameron, Ingrid M. Hoofd and Hubert Buch-Hansen. The next issue, 'Hard 
Cash', will be released later in 2014. 

Chair: Chris Rumford 
Centre for Global and Transnational Politics 
Department of Politics and IR 
Royal Holloway, University of London 
Egham, Surrey TW20 0EX 
Phone: 01784 414133 
E-mail: chris.rumford@rhul.ac.uk

The Global Studies Association (GSA) is a multi-disciplinary scholarly association set up in order to 
address the vast social, political and economic transformations of global scope which are impacting upon 
the world today. The GSA provides a forum for scholars to collaborate and explore shared responses to 
such phenomenon, particularly in the context of globalisation. The commitment to multidisciplinarity and to 
the global context make the GSA unique in its aims and scope and thus offering its members invaluable 
contacts and connections. In addition, the thematic approach of the GSA allows interests which are not 
easily accommodated in single disciplinary associations to be fully recognised and encouraged. Thus 
individuals who share a common commitment to enhancing understanding of global life can find an 
intellectual home by working with others in the GSA. 

www.globalstudiesassoc.wordpress.com Newsletter edited by: Alistair Brisbourne 
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